
Unveiling the Dark Secrets: Study Guide for
Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Roger Malvin's
Burial"

Are you ready to dive into the haunting world of Nathaniel Hawthorne's "Roger
Malvin's Burial"? Join us as we unravel the gripping tale of guilt, redemption, and
moral dilemma in this classic piece of American literature. Whether you're a
student studying this text for an assignment or a curious reader seeking an
unforgettable literary experience, our comprehensive study guide will provide you
with all the tools you need to fully understand and appreciate this profound story.

Overview

"Roger Malvin's Burial" is a short story written by Nathaniel Hawthorne and
published in 1832. This captivating narrative explores the complexities of human
conscience and the weight of guilt. Set in the aftermath of a colonial battle during
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the early years of American history, Hawthorne weaves together a gripping tale of
friendship, betrayal, and self-sacrifice.
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Plot Summary

The story begins with the aftermath of a military battle, where the wounded Roger
Malvin finds himself abandoned by his comrade, Reuben Bourne. Determined to
survive, Malvin implores Bourne to leave him behind, promising to crawl his way
back home. Bourne reluctantly agrees and heads back to the settlement, but the
guilt of his decision soon haunts him.

Analysis and Themes

"Roger Malvin's Burial" delves deep into themes of guilt, morality, and
redemption. Hawthorne expertly explores the human conscience and the choices
we make when confronted with difficult situations. The story forces readers to
question the limits of personal responsibility and the meaning of honor.

Guilt and Redemption
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The overwhelming guilt Bourne experiences upon leaving Malvin behind forms
the core of the story. Hawthorne examines the nature of guilt, its impact on an
individual's conscience, and the journey toward redemption. The author skillfully
portrays the inner turmoil and moral dilemma faced by Bourne as he grapples
with his actions.

Morality and Honor

As the narrative unfolds, Hawthorne explores the concept of morality and honor in
a complex world. The story prompts readers to reflect on the limits of loyalty and
the choices we make in extreme situations. Through Bourne's internal struggle,
readers are confronted with the idea that one's moral compass can blur in dire
circumstances, leading to unexpected actions.

Character Analysis

Hawthorne's vivid characters leap off the page, each carrying their own burdens
and moral complexities.

Reuben Bourne

Bourne, the central character, undergoes a profound transformation throughout
the story. Initially burdened with guilt and haunted by his decision to leave Malvin,
Bourne embarks on a journey of redemption. Hawthorne meticulously portrays
Bourne's internal conflict and his quest for atonement, allowing readers to witness
his growth and moral evolution.

Roger Malvin

Malvin, an injured soldier abandoned by his comrade, symbolizes the
repercussions of abandonment and the weight of betrayal. Though physically
weakened, Malvin serves as a constant reminder of Bourne's guilt, pushing him
towards his ultimate quest for forgiveness.



In "Roger Malvin's Burial," Nathaniel Hawthorne masterfully crafts a story that
delves into the depths of human morality, guilt, and redemption. Through
engaging characters and thought-provoking themes, Hawthorne invites readers to
ponder the choices we make when faced with difficult decisions and the potential
consequences that may follow.

Further Reading

To explore more of Nathaniel Hawthorne's captivating works, consider delving
into his celebrated novel "The Scarlet Letter" or his collection of short stories,
"Twice-Told Tales." Each piece presents its own unique exploration of the human
psyche and the intricacies of moral dilemmas.
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Course Hero Study Guides:Get Unstuck!

You've read the book, but you don't understand the symbolism. You've been to
every class, but it's 2 a.m. and your essay is due at 9:00. Your midterm is Friday
and you need a boost.
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We've been there. We know what it's like to study, work, have a life, do your best,
and still need help. Course Hero Study Guides untie the knots. You do the work--
we give you the tools to make every minute count. We help you get unstuck.

Course Hero Study Guide for Roger Malvin's Burial includes:

An infographic depicting the plot and main characters

A chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis

Key quotes

An overview, context, plot summary, characters, symbols, themes, and bio of
Nathaniel Hawthorne
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